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Abstract: A range of sophisticated imaging techniques have been developed in recent years that can
reveal the surface structure of cultural heritage objects with varying precision. In combination with
various spectroscopic methods, they allow the study of the chemical composition of the object; thus,
conclusions can be drawn about the origin of the object or its initial components, method, or time
of creation, authenticity, mechanisms of degradation, and ways of further conservation. At present,
different techniques can be applied to a wide range of cultural heritage objects, such as varnishes,
paintings, archaeological objects, binding media, paper-based documents, parchments, marbles,
frescoes, as well as various objects made of leather, fabric, stone, ceramics and glass, wood, or metal.
One of the main needs in the study of cultural heritage (CH) is the transportability/portability of the
research equipment, since many pieces under investigation cannot be moved to the laboratory, either
because of their size, inseparability (for example, frescoes on walls, mural paintings in caves), or the
threat of damage. In this work, we briefly overview the main optical- and laser-based methods used
for the study of cultural heritage objects indicating the scope of their application, and we focus on
the applications of non-linear microscopic methods for the investigation of a series of artifacts. We
also discuss all the requirements for the construction of a prototype transportable non-linear optical
system that will be used as a novel diagnostic tool for in situ studies of CH assets. The availability of
such a transportable workstation will significantly improve the study and characterization of various
types of CH objects and will constitute an extremely useful diagnostic tool for heritage scientists
dealing with a variety of investigations.
Keywords: cultural heritage; laser-based diagnostic techniques; degradation and aging; non-linear
microscopy; multi-photon excitation fluorescence; transportable system

1. Introduction
Artworks such as paintings consist of a variety of layers with different chemical composition [1].
A painted artwork is a complex multi-layer structure, as shown in Figure 1. A typical layer is the
“support” layer, which is the base of the painting and protects it from a range of mechanical impacts.
There is a wide range of support layers, which may include paper, fabric or canvas, plaster, glass,
wood, metal, or rock (frescoes, petroglyphs). In addition, the support layers are usually covered by
various glues to ensure sufficient adhesion. A canvas or fabric support layer is usually attached on
stable, knot-free, usually wooden, material called a “stretcher”. There is also the “ground” layer
that is between the paint and support layer usually made of gesso, which usually contains chalk or
even white lead pigment. The “paint” layer is a mixture of the pigment (fine powder) and a binder
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substance that keeps the powder uniform). Pigments are ground colored materials either of
(a substance that keeps the powder uniform). Pigments are ground colored materials either of inorganic
inorganic (e.g., ultramarine blue) or organic (e.g., lakes such as madder, cochineal) origin [2]. Some
(e.g., ultramarine blue) or organic (e.g., lakes such as madder, cochineal) origin [2]. Some of them can
of them can be found in nature as mixtures in minerals, and others are prepared in the lab. There is a
be found in nature as mixtures in minerals, and others are prepared in the lab. There is a wide range of
wide range of binders. Widely-used binders are linseed oil, egg tempera, animal glue, and gum
binders. Widely-used binders are linseed oil, egg tempera, animal glue, and gum arabic. A painted
arabic. A painted artwork may consist of a variety of paint layers, underdrawings, and
artwork may consist of a variety of paint layers, underdrawings, and underpaintings. Finally, the
underpaintings. Finally, the “varnish” layer is a transparent coating that provides additional
“varnish” layer is a transparent coating that provides additional protection to the painting or acts as a
protection to the painting or acts as a glazing agent determining the visual perception of the layers
glazing agent determining the visual perception of the layers underneath. It is often made of natural
underneath. It is often made of natural (dammar, mastic, colophony) or synthetic (Regalrez, Vinavil,
(dammar, mastic, colophony) or synthetic (Regalrez, Vinavil, Paraloid) resin [2,3].
Paraloid) resin [2,3].
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1.2. Diagnostic Imaging Methods in the Service of Cultural Heritage
A number of analytical and diagnostic techniques have been employed, ranging from
micro-destructive ones in which sampling is necessary, to non-contact and non-invasive ones. A brief
overview of the main optical and laser-based methods that are well established and used for the study
of cultural heritage objects are presented in the next section.
1.2.1. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS)
Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) is a spectrochemical technique enabling
multi-element analysis of the materials that constitute an artwork. It is increasingly employed
in archaeological and historical studies [13,14]. LIBS is classified as a micro-invasive technique. Its
micro-destructiveness, with ablated sample portions in the order of fractions of micrograms and
induced damage are virtually invisible to the naked eye. It has the potential for fast multi-elemental
analysis and capability of simultaneous detection of major and trace elements [15]. Moreover, LIBS
requires no surface preparation and is capable of in situ depth profile analysis, if spectra on the same
spot are recorded individually [16]. Its equipment can be easily converted into portable instruments
for in situ analyses of pieces of art [17–19]. Finally, the mobile LIBS instruments and experimental
modules open up a wide field of opportunities for analytical campaigns carried out on location; at
the museum, the conservation laboratory, or even outdoors, such as, for example, at an excavation or
historical site [18].
1.2.2. Holography
Holography and holographic-related interferometry are modern tools to art conservators or
researchers. These methods are exploited to reveal structural faults and mechanical discontinuities
in the bulk of a piece of art. Holographic analysis is based on the study of interference patterns
as an effect of controlled surface reflection of diffused laser beams. The surface is kept unaffected
during holographic imaging; thus, it is a non-destructive technique [20]. Three-dimensional imaging
provided by holography has motivated the development of digital holographic imaging methods
based on computer generation of holograms as a holographic display or a holographic printer [21].
The holographic printing technique relies on combining digital 3D object representation and encoding
of the holographic data with recording of analog white light viewable reflection holograms.
1.2.3. Multi-spectral Imaging
Multi-spectral and hyperspectral modalities collect images of an object in a series of spectral
windows. They are efficient methods for collecting millions of spectra since a spectrum is measured
for each spatial pixel. It relies on the recording of sequential images at various spectral bands ranging
from ultraviolet (UV)–visible to near-infrared (NIR) [22,23]. Multi-spectral imaging enables efficient
capturing of spectral reflectance at millions of pixels simultaneously [24]. Thus far, multi-spectral
imaging is the unique technique that has been applied directly to a map [25]. The advantage of such
a non-invasive technique is to examine any region on the map and not be restricted to a few spots.
The reflectance spectra can contribute to the identification of artists’ materials including pigments
and paint binders [26]. The optimization of the implementation of hyperspectral imaging reflectance
cameras in the analysis of artworks, paintings, and art on paper is also another research field with high
importance [26].
1.2.4. Raman Spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy has grown to be one of the most employed techniques for the investigation
of art objects. The approach has several advantageous properties, and the minimally destructive
character of the technique allowed it to be used for in situ investigations for obtaining valuable
chemical information [19,27,28]. One of the most common applications is the authentication of a CH
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object [29]. Another important contribution of Raman spectroscopy to cultural heritage varies from
the investigation of the causes of alteration and degradation [29,30] to the subsequent conservation
and restoration recommendations [31]. However, compared with laboratory approaches, it would be
useful to take advantage of the small spectral footprint of the technique and use Raman spectroscopy
to study the spatial distribution of different compounds. An in situ Raman mapping system has been
developed to relate chemical information with its spatial distribution. Challenges for the development
include the need for stable positioning and proper data treatment [32]. The non-destructive character
of Raman spectroscopy strictly depends on the experimental conditions of the analysis.
1.2.5. Fourier-Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The FTIR spectroscopy represents a valuable tool for the analysis of different types of historical
artifacts due to its sensitivity and specificity [33]. The technique can be successfully applied for
characterization of metallic artifacts [34], paper artifacts [35], or historical textiles [36]. Chemical
changes because of materials aging can be observed and sometimes quantified using FTIR spectroscopy,
which is important especially for art conservation efforts [37].
An FTIR microscope consists of an FTIR spectrometer combined with an optical microscope.
Infrared spectroscopy is able to determine both inorganic and organic phases and provide information
on the restoration process [38]. The total reflection mode is widely used in portable FTIR equipment [39],
since it can acquire in situ spectra without the need to be in contact with the surface under examination
and has been implemented in various CH studies. Specifically, Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR)
and External Reflection (ER) are proven effective FTIR techniques for polymer identification and are
beginning to appear in conservation labs [40]. Furthermore, an ATR-FTIR spectroscopic technique has
been developed for the analysis of Chinese handmade papers [41]. The technique has been applied to
Chinese handmade papers, followed by papers from ancient books and arts collected in libraries and
museums. This study has indicated that FTIR is an efficient analytical method to identify fiber types of
library/museum papers of unknown origin. Moreover, information about the degree of crystallinity
and state of deterioration of cellulosic fibers can be extracted from FTIR spectra.
1.2.6. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
OCT is a fast, high-resolution 3D scanning method based on a Michelson interferometer. Mapping
produces either cross-section images or en-face images at various depths; a series of these can be
combined to give 3D information. It is particularly suited to the examination of transparent layers,
such as varnishes and glazes, although under certain circumstances it is capable of imaging the
layer structure as far as the preparation layer [42]. The OCT examination that is non-invasive and
non-contact, includes the subsurface layer of historic paintings at the microscale; paint and varnish
layers [42,43], as well as other historic objects [44,45]. The reported applications for cultural heritage
objects involve examination of wall paintings [46], paintings on glass support [47], stained glass [48],
and semi-precious stones such as jade [44,49] and amber. OCT has the potential to monitor the
conservation process—the removal of secondary layers, as well as the consolidation treatment [50],
may be observed and evaluated fast. It may be possible to obtain layer structure to a greater depth and
higher resolution by varying the parameters of the instrument, such as wavelength and bandwidth of
the light source. An optimum spectral window for OCT was found to be ~2.2 µm, through the study
of the transparency of pigments as a function of wavelength on various historic pigments in linseed oil
and egg tempera [51].
1.2.7. Terahertz Time-Domain imaging (THz-TDI)
Terahertz radiation is capable of deep penetration through numerous and different media; thus,
it has been used to identify ancient manuscripts or hidden text in a variety of studies [52,53]. THz
radiation lies in the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum ranging from 0.1 to 10 THz
(3.3–333 cm−1 ). One of the biggest advantages of THz is that, as submillimeter waves, they can
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penetrate through a wide variety of materials, such as paper, wood, masonry, clothing, plastic, and
ceramics, which are usually opaque to both visible and infrared radiation. THz radiation can be
used for hidden layer imaging since it trespasses further into the sample than infrared techniques,
commonly used in art examination [54]. THz-TDI has been used to study various museum objects
around the world. Commercial THz pulsed TDI systems have revealed multi-layer fabric sheets,
mummies [55], and underpainting layers [56], but they mainly have investigated the structural
information of wall paintings and their preparation layer that is related to the painting technique,
which varies according to the origin of the artwork and is crucial for conservation planning [57].
Successive works have demonstrated the high potential of THz pulsed TDI for use as an analytical tool
for panel paintings [58,59], Japanese panel paintings and screens [60], and oil paintings on canvas [61].
1.2.8. Laser-Induced Fluorescence Spectroscopy (LIF)
LIF spectroscopy is a non-destructive surface analytical method to identify the chemical
composition of organic or inorganic compounds. The fluorescence of every material is unique
and specific to its molecular structure. Different materials display differences in the fluorescence curves;
their shape and wavelength for maximum fluorescence [62]. It permits a large scanning area; it can
identify the binding media on frescoes, but also gives information on the pigment distribution and
degradation [63]. Due to limitations concerning the low spectral resolution and the modest distinction
in spectral signatures, LIF is being combined with other spectroscopy techniques, such as Raman and
LIBS, to investigate model wall paintings and heritage stone samples [64].
1.2.9. Photoacoustic Microscopy (PA)
Photoacoustic microscopy (PA), a rapidly growing imaging method widely employed in biomedical
research, exploits the ultrasonic acoustic waves, generated by light from a pulsed or intensity-modulated
source interacting with a medium, to map the spatial distribution of absorbing components. Having
over three orders of magnitude higher transmission through strongly scattering media, compared
to light in the visible and near-infrared, the photoacoustic signal offers substantially improved
detection sensitivity and achieves excellent optical absorption contrast at increased penetration depths.
Photoacoustic images have been collected from miniature oil paintings on canvas [65,66]. In addition,
it can precisely control the material removal on stone objects and determine the substrate’s damage
threshold [67]. A simple case application related to the ablation of black graffiti from medium-coarse
grained white marble was selected to demonstrate the high potential of this approach [67]. By adjusting
the detection bandwidth of the optically induced ultrasonic waves, photoacoustic imaging can be
employed to investigate a broad variety of artifacts having diverse optical properties and geometrical
profiles, such as manuscripts, glass objects, plastic modern art, or even stone sculpture. PA data
statistical analysis and correlation with conventional imaging techniques such as stereomicroscopy,
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), and confocal microscopy, has shown accuracy on the prediction
of cleaning level, as well as the onsets for effective cleaning and substrate damage [67].
1.2.10. Pump-Probe Spectroscopy
Near-infrared femtosecond pump-probe optical microscopy has expanded the range of detectable
molecular signatures [68] to include signals from excited state absorption, ground state depletion, and
stimulated emission [69]. This microscopy technique was mainly developed for biomedical imaging.
Extension of pump-probe microscopy from biological pigments to samples of artists’ pigments has
already yielded promising preliminary results [70]. Pump-probe microscopy offers an exciting
alternative to the current techniques used for identifying organic dyes. Work is currently underway to
create a pump-probe spectral database for a variety of organic and inorganic pigments [71]. Pump-probe
has recently presented its high-resolution mapping ability, through the study on mixtures of pigments,
and has proved its potential to resolve individual coloring components in natural pigments [72].
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1.3. Non-linear Microscopy
Non-linear imaging microscopy shows many advantages compared to other microscopy methods.
It is capable of intrinsic three dimensional (3D) subsurface sectioning increased penetration depths
while still avoiding damage to objects through photobleaching or phototoxicity phenomena in the
out-of-focus area [73,74]. Second and third harmonic generation ensure minimal sample disturbance,
as they are scattering phenomena with little energy being deposited in the sample [73]. However, the
same beam that enables second and third harmonic generation may also be absorbed through other
non-linear processes, such as Multi-Photon Excitation Fluorescence (MPEF). A significant advantage
of non-linear microscopy (NLM) is that all the aforementioned signals are generated simultaneously
in the focal volume of the examined object from a single laser source. Thus, they provide unique
complementary information related to the chemical composition of the sample, the centrosymmetry of
its molecules, and the structural delineation of the material.
The main advantages and limitations of some of the aforementioned techniques are presented in
Table 1. Non-linear microscopy (NLM) diagnostic modalities are also included in Table 1.
Table 1. Advantages/limitations of some of the most commonly employed optical- and laser-based
diagnostic techniques on cultural heritage (CH) objects. Characteristic applications of each modality
are also shown. NLM, non-linear microscopy; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
Modality

NLM

OCT

Raman

Advantages
•
•
•
•

Non or minimally invasive
Fast scanning
Single laser source
Complementary
information [75,76]

•
•
•
•

Non-invasive, wide-field
Fast scanning
Thick sample identification
Portable [44]

•

Chemical
sensitivity/fingerprint of
the material
Portable for in situ
investigation [89]
User-friendly [90]

•
•

•

Increased
penetration depths
Delineation of
underdrawings [66,100]

Photoacoustic

•

Multi-spectral
imaging

•
•
•

Simple/inexpensive set-up
Portable [101]
Reveals underdrawings
[24]

•

Thick multi-layered
samples determination
Reveals underdrawings
[57]
Portable [106]

THz

•
•

Limitations

CH objects - Applications

•

Limited depth in highly
scattering/absorbing media
[76–78]

Varnishes [79], lining glues [80,81],
historical coatings [82],
parchments [83], paint [75],
corrosion layer [84]

•
•

Lacks specificity [77]
Low spatial resolution [44]

Varnish and glaze layers of
paintings [43], semi-transparent
solids [44,85,86], glazed ceramics
[87], parchment [88],
underdrawings [42,44]

•
•

Slow image acquisition [91]
Limited in 2D for highly
scattering media
Fluorescence background
[92]

Rocks and minerals [93],
gemstones [94], corrosion layers
[95], glues [96], varnishes [97],
pigments on stone sculptures [18]
or on painted plaster [19], paper
[98], parchments and inks [99]

•
•

Low spatial resolution
Use of immersion medium
on the investigated surface
(surface sunk into distilled
water or ultrasound gel)
[100]

Acrylic paints on canvas [65],
sketch lines and underdrawings
[66], multi-layered documents and
paper sheets [100], graffiti
cleaning on white marble [67]

•
•

Limited spectral resolution
Limited color
representation [102]

Distribution and identification of
several pigments across a map
[25], monitor the cleaning of
marbles [103,104], multi-variate
combinations of pictorial
materials [105]

•
•

Low spatial resolution
Expensive

Fabric and mummies [55,107],
western wall paintings [56], oil
paintings [61,108], Japanese panel
paintings and screens [60]

•
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1.4. Non-linear Imaging as a Tool to Serve Cultural Heritage Studies
Non-linear microscopy techniques (NLM), such as MPEF, second harmonic generation (SHG), and
third harmonic generation (THG), are well-established techniques for biological research [109–114].
These techniques under different modalities provide new insights for the assessment of appropriate
conservation methods that have to be applied for various CH objects of high artistic or cultural
significance [79,115]. Recent studies have demonstrated the potential of these techniques for depth
resolved imaging of materials in cultural heritage, such as varnishes [79], lining glues [80,81],
paintings [75], historical coatings [82], and corrosion layers on metal-based artifacts [84]. Fruitful
key information concerning the determination of the different layers, precise thickness or surface
topography, nature of the different materials, and cracks in the layers has been extracted.
Furthermore, ancient parchments, which are mainly composed of dermal fibrillar collagen, have
been investigated [83]. Key information about collagen and gelatin signatures has been obtained in
parchments and assessed by characterizing the denaturation of pure collagen reference samples. Along
with denaturation, a strong decrease is observed in SHG signals, which are a structural probe of the
fibrillar organization of the collagen at the micrometer scale [116].
1.5. Synergy of Non-linear Techniques with other Imaging Modalities
It is well known in a number of disciplines extending from biomedical science to art conservation
and forensic science that there is not a single analytical technique that can give answers to all questions.
This is particularly true in the study of historical paintings where the materials involved are numerous
and heterogeneous. A multi-modality approach offers new complementary information by combining
the strength while overcoming the limitations of individual techniques.
Specifically, NLM and OCT techniques have been combined for the study of model paintings [77].
It has been proved that non-linear imaging techniques can act synergistically with optical coherence
tomography measurements providing complementary diagnostic capabilities for the precise in-depth
characterization of various model painted artworks. The axial resolution of OCT and NLM are
similar, while OCT in general is used with lower spatial resolution and a larger field of view. OCT is
typically 3 to 4 orders of magnitude faster in image acquisition and offers extended penetration depths
in comparison to NLM. Both OCT and the non-linear modality of THG are sensitive to refractive
index discontinuities, while MPEF renders image contrast information between layers with different
absorption properties. It has been demonstrated that OCT is capable of providing information from
deeper layers of a model painted artwork while it cannot distinguish between two types of equally
transparent varnishes. On the other hand, the MPEF modality presents limited penetration depths,
while it is capable of discriminating different transparent varnishes based on the detected fluorescence
intensity variation of the samples [77].
Furthermore, pump-probe optical microscopy has been combined with multi-photon fluorescence,
and second harmonic generation contrasts image modalities to simultaneously investigate pigments in
conjunction with their support layers in three dimensions with micrometer-scale spatial resolution. The
combination of pump-probe with SHG could be a promising new way to study fibrous-based artworks
and provide new insights into the methodology of creating watercolors, illuminated manuscripts,
or ancient textiles. It can also shed light on the preparation techniques of the fibrous supports. The
application of the pump-probe technique to thick paint layers featuring multiple pigments and heavy
binder use was capable of extracting signal from the support at depths up to 90 µm in paper and
300 µm in cloth [117].
In another study, the combination of the non-linear optical modality of MPEF and photoacoustic
imaging has proven effective for the high resolution stratigraphic analysis of multilayer art objects with
emphasis on paintings. The high contrast complementarity provided by this bimodal approach has
additionally been enhanced by post-processing analysis of the acquired MPEF signals using a novel
algorithm, which is able to discriminate overlapping layers according to the non-linearity order and
the optical parameters of the system. In addition, the combined images have been directly compared
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with cross-sectional bright field observations, validating the capabilities of the proposed diagnostic
method in terms of measurement accuracy and imaging specificity [118].
Moreover, the modality of MPEF in combination with THG has been developed for the assessment
of modifications following laser removal of varnish [119]. The structural and in-depth photochemical
modifications induced upon ultraviolet laser removal of a dammar varnish coating on a photosensitive
substrate have been assessed with NLM imaging. The results acquired through this work serve to
understand the phenomena that are induced upon laser ablation and to determine the best operating
conditions that ensure controlled removal of the varnish with minimal morphological and chemical
modifications to the under-layers.
Additionally, non-linear imaging and terahertz time-domain spectroscopy have been employed
as diagnostic tools for studies of works of art. It has been shown that non-linear imaging offers
precise in-depth information from the outer layers, while terahertz imaging can reveal hidden objects
and uncover information on highly absorbing organic compounds like small polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons and their halogenated compounds [120].
It has to be noted that the identification of the safe limits for the use of the non-linear techniques for
CH studies has been guided so far by the vast experience in biomedical applications. However, there is
an increasing attention and need for the determination of the exact specifications for the safe irradiation
of various CH objects. There are recent MPEF studies performed on a series of commercial acrylic
paints that highlighted the dependence of the emitted fluorescence intensity on material composition
and illumination conditions. This work evaluates the damage of near-infrared femtosecond pulsed
lasers and establishes safe laser thresholds on a variety of painted artworks [121]. However, further
studies employing different excitation wavelengths, pulse durations, and repetition rates are necessary
to evaluate and determine the optimum parameters for the safe implementation of NLM on CH objects.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Multi-Photon Excitation Fluorescence (MPEF)
The MPEF imaging technique is an ideal, diagnostic tool for the precise (lateral resolution ∼500 nm
and axial resolution ∼2 µm) thickness determination of multi-layered samples [75,78]. MPEF is a
non-linear optical procedure where the non-linear process depends on the intensity of the incident laser
irradiation [73]. MPEF measurements are able to give some indication of the chemical composition of
artifacts. The common case of MPEF is Two-Photon Excitation Fluorescence (TPEF). During TPEF, one
photon having energy approximately equal to half the energy difference between the excited and the
ground state of a fluorescent molecule interacts with the electron in order to excite it to an intermediate
virtual state where it will remain for an extremely short time in the order of 1 femtosecond (fs) [73,74].
If the spatial and temporal density of the incident beam is high enough, there is a finite probability
that a second photon will interact with the electron of the virtual state resulting in the transition of the
electron to the excited state. The consequent de-excitation of the electron returning to the ground state
emits a single fluorescent photon of higher energy to the incident photons.
2.2. Second and Third Harmonic Generation (SHG, THG)
NLM techniques are based on physical processes in which a molecule can be excited by
simultaneous interaction with two or more photons in the same quantum event [73]. SHG and
THG are second and third order non-linear scattering coherent phenomena in which two or three
photons of ω angular frequency are simultaneously converted in a photon of 2ω or 3ω angular
frequency, respectively. SHG enables the detection of high degree-organized structures without
inversion symmetry, such as stacked membranes and arranged proteins (e.g., collagen) [80,111]. THG
allows the resolution of transparent interfaces, on the basis of local differences in refractive index and
dispersion [79,110,112].
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2.3. Experimental Apparatus—Samples
In the next section, two characteristic applications of non-linear microscopy to model painted
artworks will be discussed. The experimental set-up used for the performance of the measurements has
been described thoroughly in our previous works [76,79] and has been employed for both biomedical
and cultural heritage studies.
For the first part of the results, a multi-layered sample that simulates a painted artwork was created.
It contained a layer of paint (red lead mixed with linseed oil) and a layer of varnish (dammar dissolved
in dichloromethane) on top of it. For the aging measurements (second part), two different varnishes
were tested. For the solution preparation of the varnishes, dammar was dissolved in dichloromethane
and colophony in white spirit. All the solutions were cast on thin glass coverslips and they were left to
dry in atmospheric conditions in order to form solid thin films of even thickness. The samples were
artificially aged under low-pressure mercury discharged lamps.
3. Results and Discussion
In our previous works [75,76], the applications of non-linear imaging techniques as diagnostic
tools to CH studies were presented. In the current study, we have introduced an overview of the main
optical- and laser-based diagnostic methods, such as LIBS, LIF, Raman, OCT, FTIR etc., in the service of
CH. Furthermore, except for the analytical presentation of the non-linear techniques, the synergy of
these techniques with other well-established imaging modalities as diagnostic tools for CH studies
has also been demonstrated. One critical aspect in the study of CH objects is the portability of the
employed equipment. In the current work, the construction of a novel, fully transportable system that
combines different non-linear techniques for real case applications is discussed and analyzed. The
technical details, as well as all the necessary requirements, are thoroughly described. This information
comprises the initial crucial step for the development of a fully portable workstation.
3.1. Layer Discrimination in Multi-layered Samples
In the first case, the potential of MFEF measurements to distinguish the different layers of model
painted artworks has been investigated. The non-linear measurements on this double layer sample
reveal the MPEF capability to distinguish the pigment (green/red) from the varnish (blue) layer due to
the different fluorescent emission levels, as shown in Figure 2.
The sample was irradiated with tightly focused fs pulses located in the near-infrared region of the
spectrum (1030 nm). The investigated fresh varnish presented high transparency in the visible and
infrared regions of the spectrum, while it absorbed strongly in the near UV part, thus demonstrating
a predominant three-photon excitation mechanism for the employed excitation wavelength. On the
other hand, the underlying paint layer presented strong two and one photon absorption properties. A
low intensity MPEF arose from the layer of dammar, while the painting layer emitted a higher intensity
fluorescence signal, as shown in Figure 2. Analysis and discrimination of the recorded MPEF for the
precise layer thickness detection was achieved through the use of an image processing algorithm in
the MATLAB programming environment [118]. The thickness of the dammar varnish was 82 µm and
the thickness of the red led paint layer was 98 µm. The precise definition of varnish thickness was
accomplished due to the transparency of the dammar varnish in the employed excitation wavelength.
Information about the maximum penetration depth, rather than the thickness of the pigment layer,
was obtained due to the high absorption and scattering of the NIR excitation wavelength from the
paint layer. It is worth mentioning that the resulting depth values were corrected for apparent depth
distortion due to the refractive index mismatch between air and the measured layers.
The MPEF measurements performed in the reflection mode and the results of the multi-layered
model painted sample presented here, prove that it is possible to acquire in-depth information and
discriminate the varnish protective layers from the painting substrate based on the intensity levels of
the detected fluorescence signals.
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3.3. Towards the Construction of a Transportable System for in situ Applications
Following the optimization and validation of the various non-linear optical imaging modalities
performed in the laboratory on model samples and real CH objects [76,82], the general application
of these techniques for in situ studies of CH objects and substrates will require the development
of a transportable prototype system. At first, the construction of a transportable system for the
investigation of various CH objects in controlled indoor environments, such as museums and galleries,
is required. The application of such an innovative system under established conditions will provide all
the necessary feedback to determine the advantages and limitations of the non-linear optical microscope
for non-invasive, in situ measurements of real CH objects. As a second step, the accumulated knowledge
and experience by the development of the transportable set-up will contribute to the design and
manufacturing of a fully mobile, user-friendly system for performing in-situ measurements outdoors,
i.e., archaeological sites and excavation areas.
The transportable system will consist of a non-linear, custom made upright optical microscope
coupled with a compact, stable, sealed, air cooled ultrafast femtosecond (fs) laser source. Appropriate
laser sources have advanced technically, while they have dramatically dropped in cost [123] over the
last years. For real applications the reflection mode of operation is a prerequisite. The non-linear
modalities of SHG and MPEF are usually applied in the reflection mode and it has been demonstrated
that the modality of THG is also feasible in this mode of operation [124]. The use of a spectrally
tunable laser source will increase the system capabilities enormously by ensuring the best possible
transmission of laser light on a wider range of materials. The system will also incorporate capabilities
for the detection of very weak signals. Thus, special schemes can be employed to provide amplification
of the recorded signals, to reject noise, and to contribute to the measurements in less stringent lighting
conditions (e.g., using lock-in detection). The schematic set-up is presented in Figure 5.
The development of a user-friendly, transportable non-linear optical microscope that can be used
by conservation scientists is challenging. However, all of the miniaturization technologies needed for
such a device are being developed for biomedical applications and can be adapted to the peculiarities
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Figure 5. Scheme for a transportable non-linear optical system. Fs: femtosecond laser, ND: neutral
Figure 5. Scheme for a transportable non-linear optical system. Fs: femtosecond laser, ND: neutral
density filters, M: mirror, GM: galvanometric mirrors, DM: dichroic mirror, L: lens, F: optical filter,
density filters, M: mirror, GM: galvanometric mirrors, DM: dichroic mirror, L: lens, F: optical filter,
PMT: photomultiplier tube, L -L : telescope system. The specimen is placed on an XYZ motorized
PMT: photomultiplier tube, L11-L22: telescope system. The specimen is placed on an XYZ motorized
translational stage.
translational stage.

4. Conclusions
Non-linear optical microscopy techniques have been at the forefront of biomedical research
over the last decades and only recently have they been used as diagnostic and characterization tools
for CH studies. Thus far, these techniques have provided interesting results with regard to
accurately control any cleaning interventions in artworks. Non-linear microscopy modalities
provide new insights for the assessment of the appropriate conservation method that has to be
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3.4. Microscope Specifications
The microscope module should include a custom made modified upright microscope, an XYZ
high-precision scanning stage for positioning the sample, detection units (photomultipliers), proper
spectral filters, a charged coupled device (CCD) camera for direct observation of the object, high
numerical aperture (N.A.) objective lenses, and a lock-in amplifier.
Adjustable neutral density filters are required to precisely control the laser power at the sample
plane. A telescope system, which expands the laser beam, can be used to fill the back aperture (entrance
pupil) of the objective lens. High numerical aperture (N.A. > 0.75) objective lenses have to be employed
to achieve tight focusing of the laser beam onto the sample. A half wave plate can be used to control
and rotate the orientation of the linear polarization of the excitation laser. Controlled scanning will be
performed by movement of the sample placed on a motorized XYZ translation stage with micrometric
resolution. Non-linear signals will be collected in the backward direction using a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The adequate filters will be placed in front of the PMT to cut off the reflected laser light and
solely detect the desired non-linear signals arising from the samples. A CCD camera will be employed
for observation of the specimens. A lock-in amplifier will be also used for good noise rejection and for
performing measurements in less stringent lighting conditions. The LabVIEW interface will control
both scanning and data acquisition procedures.
4. Conclusions
Non-linear optical microscopy techniques have been at the forefront of biomedical research over
the last decades and only recently have they been used as diagnostic and characterization tools for
CH studies. Thus far, these techniques have provided interesting results with regard to accurately
control any cleaning interventions in artworks. Non-linear microscopy modalities provide new insights
for the assessment of the appropriate conservation method that has to be followed for various CH
objects of high significance. Multi-photon microscopes are now commercially available and include
flexible and easy to use, single femtosecond laser beam systems. It is anticipated that the construction
of a state-of-the-art transportable non-linear workstation prototype will significantly improve the
restoration outcome of various CH objects. The current study describes analytically the construction of
an innovative transportable non-linear optical system and its technical requirements. This information
can be used as a base for the future design and manufacture of a user-friendly and transportable
non-linear system for in situ CH studies. A developed compact, non-linear optical microscope
prototype will be extensively used by CH scientists in museums and galleries and it will provide the
necessary feedback for the construction of a fully mobile system to perform in situ measurements
outdoors. Furthermore, this prototype workstation can be used in combination with other non-invasive
portable imaging techniques (e.g., optical coherence tomography) in order to achieve complementary
information from multi-layered CH objects and substrates.
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